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In an integrated electricity-gas system (IEGS), load fluctuations affect not only the voltage in the power
system but also the gas pressure in the natural gas system. The static voltage stability region (SVSR)
method is a tool for analyzing the overall static voltage stability in a power system. However, in an
IEGS, the SVSR boundary may be overly optimistic because the gas pressure may collapse before the volt-
age collapses. Thus, the SVSR method cannot be directly applied to an IEGS. In this paper, the concept of
the SVSR is extended to the IEGS-static stability region (IEGS-SSR) while considering voltage and gas pres-
sure. First, criteria for static gas pressure stability in a natural gas system are proposed, based on the sta-
tic voltage stability criteria in a power system. Then, the IEGS-SSR is defined as a set of active power
injections that satisfies multi-energy flow (MEF) equations and static voltage and gas pressure stability
constraints in the active power injection space of natural gas-fired generator units (NGUs). To determine
the IEGS-SSR, a continuation MEF (CMEF) method is employed to trace the boundary point in one specific
NGU scheduling direction. A multidimensional hyperplane sampling method is also proposed to sample
the NGU scheduling directions evenly. The obtained boundary points are further used to form the IEGS-
SSR in 3D space via a Delaunay triangulation hypersurface fitting method. Finally, the numerical results of
typical case studies are presented to demonstrate that the proposed method can effectively form the
IEGS-SSR, providing a tool for IEGS online monitoring and dispatching.
� 2024 The Authors. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and Higher
Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In the context of global carbon-reduction efforts, renewable
energy generation is widely used in power systems [1–3]. The very
uncertain power output of this type of energy generation necessi-
tates generators that can quickly respond to severe power fluctua-
tions [4]. Natural gas-fired generator units (NGUs) have become
one of the primary choices for use with renewable energy genera-
tion in a power system due to their low pollution, fast response
speed, and high efficiency [5,6], which increase the integration of
power systems and natural gas systems. The concept of the inte-
grated electricity-gas system (IEGS) has been proposed for the uni-
fied analysis of power systems and natural gas systems.

With the expansion of the coupling between these two energy
systems, security issues caused by interactions occur frequently
and have become the main challenge to the security and stability
operation of IEGSs [7,8]. On the one hand, a short supply of natural
gas directly affects the output of NGUs and may lead to power sys-
tem blackouts. On the other hand, the load fluctuations in the
power system affect the security of natural gas pipelines and nodal
gas pressures [5]. For example, in recent years, several power
outages have occurred in Taiwan Province [9], Southern California
[10], and the United Kingdom [11], arousing public concern world-
wide. All these accidents are attributed to the natural gas supply.
Therefore, ensuring the stability of both systems of an IEGS at
the same time is very significant.

In the field of steady-state stability analysis, studies on power
system static stability analysis date back to the last century
[12,13]. The solution of power flow equations is generally acknowl-
edged to be the approximate equilibrium point of a power system
and, when there is no solution to the power flow equations, the
loss of power system static voltage stability is assumed [14,15].
Several indexes and methods have been proposed to measure the
s Pres-
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static voltage stability of power systems, such as the sensitivity
index [16], singular value index [17], and load margin index [18].
Similar methods are further used in IEGSs for static stability anal-
ysis [19,20]. Most of these studies are based on a ‘‘pointwise meth-
od,” which means that only the stability of one specific operating
point can be estimated at a time.

The region-based theory is widely used in the power system
analysis [21], especially in static voltage stability analysis to obtain
the overall static stability of the system. The static voltage stability
region (SVSR) concerning the static voltage stability and load mar-
gin under uncertain load growth is developed in Ref. [22], where
the SVSR is defined as a region that is composed of all static voltage
stable operating points under a certain network topology and
parameters. The SVSR can be defined in the power injection space
[23], the cut-set complex power space [24], and other parameter
spaces [25]. The continuation power flow (CPF) method is still
the most common method used to search for the SVSR and its
boundary [26]. Based on the CPF method, several new methods
using geometric parameter adjustment [27], arc-length
parametrization, and piecewise approximants [28] have been pro-
posed to speed up the calculation of the SVSR.

However, regarding IEGSs, very few studies have focused on a
unified static stability analysis considering both the voltage and
gas pressure. Owing to the significant differences in modeling
power systems and natural gas systems, traditional static voltage
stability analysis methods for power systems cannot be directly
applied to natural gas systems and IEGSs. In fact, the natural
gas system is considered to be the source of the power system
with the coupling of NGUs. An increase in the power output of
the NGUs further calls for an increase in gas demand, which
affects the power and gas flow distribution in an IEGS [29], lead-
ing to a dramatic decrease in gas pressure [30]. The power output
of the NGUs no longer increases due not only to the restrictions in
the power system but also to those in the natural gas system—
more specifically, regarding the gas pressure. A unified static sta-
bility analysis is needed to avoid overoptimization in the estima-
tion and measurement of IEGS static stability while considering
voltage and gas pressure. A clearer understanding of the restric-
tions set by static voltage and gas pressure stability can assist
system operators in their decision-making for IEGS security
monitoring.

Thus, in this paper, the static stability region (SSR) of an IEGS
considering voltage and gas pressure (referred to as an IEGS-SSR)
is proposed to ensure security monitoring with load fluctuations.
The primary differences between the IEGS-SSR and existing works
are encapsulated in two key aspects. The first aspect pertains to the
differentiation between ‘‘region” and ‘‘margin” in the static stabil-
ity analysis. In a static stability analysis, the ‘‘margin” signifies the
distance between the current operating point and the collapse
point of the IEGS [20,31,32]. The IEGS-SSR can determine a set of
static stable operating points by considering voltage and gas pres-
sure, providing a comprehensive perspective on the system’s static
stability margin while taking voltage and gas pressure into
account. The second difference is that existing static stability anal-
yses in an IEGS primarily focus on the impact of other coupling sys-
tems on the static voltage stability within a power system [20,32].
The IEGS-SSR can conduct a unified static stability analysis on both
the power system and the natural gas system, while also investi-
gating the reciprocal influence of the power system on the natural
gas system.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:
(1) Based on a steady-state energy flow model of a natural gas

system, the static gas pressure stability criterion of a natural
gas system is developed. A concept and definition of the nat-
ural gas system static gas pressure stability region (SGSR)
2

and its boundary are then proposed. Combined with the con-
cept and restraints of power system static voltage stability,
the IEGS-SSR and its boundary are further defined.

(2) A continuation multi-energy flow (CMEF) method extended
from the CPF method is proposed in this paper to determine
the boundary point of the IEGS under a specific NGU
scheduling direction. Moreover, a multidimensional hyper-
plane sampling method is developed to obtain enough
NGU scheduling directions. The IEGS-SSR is then constructed
by sampling boundary points through hypersurface fitting.
The proposed method can evenly form the IEGS-SSR with a
low fitting error in engineering.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the steady-state multi-energy model of the
IEGS, the corresponding multi-energy flow (MEF) calculation
method, and the definition of the IEGS-SSR based on that model.
Section 3 introduces the determination method of the IEGS-SSR. A
case with several scenarios is studied in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
presents the main conclusions and discusses future work.

2. The IEGS-SSR

This section first presents the MEF model of the IEGS and the
corresponding calculation method. The definition and constraints
of the SVSR are then given and further extended to the SGSR in a
natural gas system and the IEGS-SSR.

2.1. MEF model and calculation method

A static voltage stability analysis is used to describe the ability of a
power system to maintain the voltage of all load buses without volt-
age collapse after disturbances such as load growth [33,34]. When
power load growth occurs in a power system, the power system
operates from the initial equilibrium state. A static voltage stability
analysis captures the power system’s operational state and evaluates
whether this operational state after the power load growth is an
equilibrium state. If the static voltage stability analysis shows no
voltage collapse, the power system will finally reach a new equilib-
rium state (i.e., steady state) after the power load growth. During a
static stability analysis, the dynamic process of power transmission
to the load buses is overlooked. Although the operational time scale
of a natural gas system is much longer than that of a power system,
an IEGS static stability analysis—analogous to a static voltage stability
analysis—captures the IEGS’s operational state and judges whether or
not the IEGS will reach a new equilibrium state (i.e., steady state)
after power or gas load growth. The dynamic process of gas flow rate
transmission through the pipelines is overlooked as well. Thus, in the
field of the static analysis in the IEGS, the dynamic process of the
dynamic elements in the IEGS can be ignored [35].

A steady-state MEF model is presented in this section to calcu-
late the state variables in an IEGS for a unified static stability anal-
ysis, including a power system model, a natural gas system model,
and an NGU model.

2.1.1. Power system model
The power system model is described in Eqs. (1) and (2).

Psp
i � Vi

X
j2i

V j Gij cos hij þ Bij sin hij
� � ¼ 0 ð1Þ

Q sp
i � Vi

X
j2i

V j Gij sin hij � Bij cos hij
� � ¼ 0 ð2Þ

These equations represent the active and reactive power bal-
ance of each bus, where i, j represent the buses in a power system;
Vi and Vj are the voltage magnitude of buses i and j, respectively; Gij
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and Bij are the conductance and susceptance of the transmission
line between buses i and j, respectively; hij is the voltage phase
angle difference between buses i and j; Psp

i and Q sp
i are the active

and reactive power injection of bus i, respectively, as given in
Eqs. (3) and (4);

Psp
i ¼ PG;i � Pl;i ð3Þ

Q sp
i ¼ QG;i � Q l;i ð4Þ

where PG,i and QG,i are the active and reactive power generation of
bus i, respectively; Pl,i and Ql,i are the active and reactive power load
of bus i, respectively.

2.1.2. Natural gas system model
A model based on a node-branch method similar to the power

system is applied in this part for the gas flow calculation. The vari-
ables of the natural gas system are the gas flow injection and the
nodal gas pressure [36]. The nodes in the natural gas system can
be divided into two types: slack nodes (also known as gas source
nodes) and load nodes. The node classification and variables in
the natural gas system are shown in Table 1.

The natural gas flowing from node m to node n depends on the
pressure difference between two nodes and the parameters of
pipeline mn. The Weymouth, Panhandle A, and Panhandle B flow
equations are commonly used to analyze flow through pipelines.
Unifying these three equations, the gas flow through pipeline fmn

is calculated using Eqs. (5) and (6) [37–39].

cmnf
n
mn ¼ smn � p2

m � p2
n

� � ð5Þ

smn ¼ þ1 pm P pn

�1 pm < pn

�
ð6Þ

where cmn is the resistance coefficient of the pipeline mn, which is
related to the roughness, diameter, and pipeline length; and n refers
to the flow index. Both cmn and n are coefficients related to the gas
pressure level of the system; pm and pn are the gas pressure of nodes
m and n, respectively; function smn is the sign function.

At any node in the natural gas system, the inflow and outflow
flows must be balanced, as shown in Eqs. (7) and (8).

Lspm �
X
n2Xm

fmn ¼ 0 ð7Þ

Lspm ¼ Ls;m � Ll;m ð8Þ
where Lspm is the natural gas injection at node m; Xm is the set of
nodes connected with node m through pipelines; Ls,m and Ll,m are
the natural gas supply and load at node m, respectively.

2.1.3. NGU model
NGUs generate electricity by consuming natural gas; for sim-

plicity, the relationship between their natural gas consumption
and the power output is expressed as a linear function, as shown
in Eq. (9).

PG;r ¼ HgrLG;r ð9Þ
Table 1
Node classification and variables in the natural gas system.

Variables Slack node Load node

Gas pressure ✔ ✗

Gas load ✗ ✔

Gas flow ✗ ✗

Note: ✔ indicates that the variable is known at the node and ✗indicates that it is
unknown at the node.
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where PG,r is the active power generation of the rth NGU; H is the
heat value of natural gas, which is 1.0833 � 10�2 MW�h�m�3; gr

is the generating efficiency of the rth NGU, and the typical value
is 0.55; LG,r is the natural gas consumption of the rth NGU [37].

2.1.4. MEF calculation model
We define xeg and yeg as the state variables and injection vari-

ables of the IEGS. Composed of Eqs. (1)–(9), the MEF calculation
model is expressed as Eqs. (10)–(12).

Fegðxeg; yegÞ ¼ 0 ð10Þ

xeg ¼ ½V ; h;p� ð11Þ

yeg ¼ ½Psp;Q sp; Lsp� ð12Þ

where function Feg() represents the MEF equations in Eqs. (1)–(9);
V, h, and p are the vectors of voltage magnitude, voltage phase
angle, and gas pressure, respectively; Psp, Qsp, and Lsp are the vec-
tors of active power injection, reactive power injection, and natural
gas injection, respectively.

The calculation method can be divided simply into two types:
the unified-solving method and the decoupling-solving method
[37]. The unified-solving method means the MEF is calculated via
the Newton-Raphson method with a unified Jacobian matrix Jeg.
The decoupling-solving method decouples the IEGS from the cou-
pling units and then calculates the MEF separately. In this paper,
a decoupling-solving method is used for MEF calculation. The
power systems and natural gas systems are decoupled from the
NGUs. The output of the NGUs is added to the active power gener-
ation of the linked PV buses (the voltage magnitude and active
power injection of the bus are given) in the power system, and
the gas flow input is added to the load demand of the linked load
node in the natural gas system. The MEF is then calculated using
the alternative iteration method, as shown in Ref. [37].

2.2. Definition of the IEGS-SSR

The security region of an IEGS has been described in Refs.
[40,41]. It can be defined as a closed region in which the operating
point satisfies the constraints of the MEF equations and other oper-
ational constraints. Depending on the specific operational con-
straints a security region must adhere to, the region can be
categorized into different types, such as voltage security regions,
pressure security regions, and so on. The security region is widely
used in economic dispatch and optimal security control in an IEGS.
However, during these dispatch and control processes, there may
be instances when the system’s operational constraints are tem-
porarily unmet. In such cases, it is crucial to maintain the solvabil-
ity of the MEF and prevent voltage and gas pressure collapse within
an IEGS model, similar to a power system [42]. Therefore, a new
region that only considers MEF equation constraints (equivalent
to the static stability constraints of the voltage and gas pressure
in an IEGS) should be proposed to assess the static stability in an
IEGS, while taking voltage and gas pressure into account. This
region is referred to as the IEGS-SSR. Fig. 1 shows the relationship
between the IEGS security region and the IEGS-SSR. The IEGS-SSR is
a region in which the operating points satisfy the MEF equations
and the static voltage and gas pressure stability constraints in an
IEGS. In comparison with the IEGS-SSR, the IEGS security region
is subject to additional operational constraints, such as voltage
magnitude constraints and pressure security constraints [43].
Operating points within the IEGS-SSR may violate these additional
operational constraints and extend beyond the boundary of the
IEGS security region. Consequently, the IEGS security region is
encompassed within the IEGS-SSR.



Fig. 1. Relationship between the IEGS security region and the IEGS-SSR. Xe,Xg, and
Xeg: the SVSR, SGSR, and IEGS-SSR, respectively; Xe-s, Xg-s, and Xeg-s: the power
system security region, natural gas system security region, and IEGS security region,
respectively.
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When the NGU injections xeg is determined, the state of the
IEGS is uniquely determined. Thus, the IEGS-SSR Xeg can be
described as the set ofxeg that has both static voltage and pressure
stability. To obtain the IEGS-SSR, the regions and boundary criteria
of the SVSR and SGSR should be defined first. Then, the criteria of
IEGS-SSR are determined.

The static voltage stability is used to describe the ability of the
power system to maintain the voltage of the load bus near the
equilibrium point after disturbances such as rapid load growth.
The single-machine single-load power system illustrated in Fig. 2
(a) is usually presented to explain how the voltage collapses. The
P–V curve shown in Fig. 2(b) indicates the downtrend of Vend along
with the load growth [20,44,45] and finally reaches its lower limit
at point C, the nose point. The power flow at point C reaches its
maximum [27]. Moreover, the power flow Jacobian matrix Jee at
point C is singular, which is described in Eq. (13).
Fig. 2. Criteria of IEGS-SSR. (a) Single-machine single-load power system; (b) P–V
curve of the power system; (c) single-pipeline single-load natural gas system; (d)
gas flow–pressure (L–p) curve of the natural gas system. E0: voltage magnitude of
the sending bus; Vend: voltage magnitude of the receiving bus; P and Q: active
power and reactive power load of the receiving bus; Pmax: maximum transmission
active power; p0: gas pressure of the sending node; pend: gas pressure of the
receiving node; L: natural gas load at receiving node; Lmax: maximum transmission
natural gas flow; C and C’: nose points in the power system and the natural gas
system, respectively.
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detðJeeÞ ¼ 0 ð13Þ
Here, we define emin as the minimum eigenvalue of Jee, which is

depicted by Eq. (14).

emin ¼ min rðJeeÞ ð14Þ

where function r() is the spectral decomposition function.
The emin monotonically approaches zero near nose point C with

an increasing power load. In engineering practice, an emin less than
a threshold e (where e is usually set to 10–5) is considered to rep-
resent a loss of the static voltage stability of a power system. Thus,
the boundary criteria of the power system can be described as
shown in Eq. (15) [46].

emin P e ð15Þ
The region SVSR Xe is described as the set in Eq. (16).

Xe ¼ 8xe 2 R1�N jFeðxe; yeÞ ¼ 0; emin P e
n o

ð16Þ

The boundary is shown in Eq. (17).

@Xe ¼ 8xe 2 R1�N jFeðxe; yeÞ ¼ 0; emin ¼ e
n o

ð17Þ

where xe is the NGU injections vector in a power system; R is the
set of all real numbers; function Fe () represents the Eqs. (1)–(4)
in a power system; xe and ye are the state variables and injection
variables of the power system, respectively.

Similar to the static voltage stability in a power system, the sta-
tic gas pressure stability assesses the ability of a natural gas system
to withstand gas pressure collapses following disturbances, such as
a rapid growth in gas load. During IEGS operations, a sharp increase
in power demand within the power system leads to a correspond-
ing rise in power generation from the NGUs. The substantial gas
demand from the NGUs may disrupt the gas flow balance equation
in the natural gas system, potentially putting the natural gas sys-
tem at risk of static gas pressure instability, as exemplified in the
case of Southern California in August 2020 [47,48].

Based on the energy circuit theory of the IEGS proposed in Ref.
[35], natural gas system pipelines can be equivalent to flow cir-
cuits, such as the electric circuit equivalent from power transmis-
sion lines. Using Thevenin’s theorem, for a gas flow load at a node,
the ‘‘outside” natural gas system can be equivalent to one source
with a pipeline connected to the load node. Thus, similar to a
power system, a simplified single-pipeline single-load natural gas
system model is illustrated in Fig. 2(c) to show how the gas pres-
sure collapses through load growth.

Supporting p0 is the pressure of the sending node, and the pres-
sure of the receiving node pend is derived using Eqs. (5) and (6) and
depicted as Eq. (18).

pend ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2
0 � Lnend � c

q
ð18Þ

where Lend is the natural gas load at receiving node and c is the
resistance coefficient.

The process of static gas pressure instability in a natural gas sys-
tem can be defined similarly to static voltage instability in a power
system [33]. When the natural gas load (Lend) increases, the gas
pressure (pend) begins to decrease from its initial equilibrium state,
gradually reaching 0 bar (gauge pressure; 1 bar = 105 Pa) [49]. At
this point, the natural gas system reaches its maximum transmis-
sion gas flow rate and approaches the boundary of the static gas
pressure stability operating condition. The gas pressure will no
longer decrease when it reaches 0 bar because the reverse pressure
differential between the node and the external environment pre-
vents the node from supplying more natural gas to meet the load
demand. The static gas load margin will no longer increase.
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Determining the gas pressure involves a couple of positive and
negative values, as shown in Eq. (18). A gas flow–pressure (L–p)
curve of the natural gas system, analogous to the P–V curve of
the power system, is illustrated in Fig. 2(d).

With an increasing natural gas load (Lend), the solution of the
gas pressure approaches the inflection point C’ of the L–p curve.
The gas pressure at C’ is zero. At that time, if the gas load continues
to increase, the gas pressure (pend) ultimately becomes an imagi-
nary number, and the gas pressure solution no longer makes sense.
Similar to the nose point C in the power system P–V curve, point C’
is the maximum gas flow (Lmax) (also referred to as the critical flow
in Ref. [50]) of the natural gas system.

Furthermore, for an unsimplified natural gas system, the natu-
ral gas system becomes unstable in terms of gas pressure when
the minimum gas pressure pmin in the natural gas system decreases
to zero, which is defined as gas pressure collapse in this paper.

As a result, whether or not the natural gas system remains static
gas pressure stable is judged by the boundary criteria depicted in
Eq. (19).

pmin P 0 ð19Þ
Thus, the SGSR Xg is described by the set in Eq. (20).

Xg ¼ 8xg 2 R1�N jFgðxg; ygÞ ¼ 0;pmin P 0
n o

ð20Þ

The boundary is shown in Eq. (21).

@Xg ¼ 8xg 2 R1�NjFgðxg; ygÞ ¼ 0; pmin ¼ 0
n o

ð21Þ

wherexg is the natural gas injections vector in a natural gas system
(converted into equal active power injections); function Fg() repre-
sents the Eqs. (5)–(8) in a natural gas system; xg and yg are the state
variables and injection variables of the natural gas system,
respectively.

By a combined analysis of the IEGS, when voltage collapse and
gas pressure collapse are taken as the criteria of the static stability
of the IEGS, the IEGS-SSR can be defined as a set Xeg, as shown in
Eq. (22).

Xeg ¼ 8xeg 2 R1�NjFegðxeg; yegÞ ¼ 0; emin P e; pmin P 0
n o

ð22Þ

Moreover, the boundary is defined as Eq. (23).

@Xeg ¼ 8xeg 2 R1�NjFegðxeg; yegÞ ¼ 0; emin ¼ e or pmin ¼ 0
n o

ð23Þ

When the operation point is within the boundary of the IEGS,
the boundary criteria are satisfied through MEF equation calcula-
tions, and the system is considered to have static stability consid-
ering the voltage and gas pressure of the IEGS. In contrast, when
the operation point is outside the boundary, the boundary criteria
are no longer satisfied, and the system loses the static stability of
the IEGS.

3. Determination of the IEGS-SSRs

With a specific network topology of an IEGS, the IEGS-SSR varies
with respect to the load growth directions and the selection of
NGUs for scheduling, similar to an SVSR in a power system
[51,52]. In this paper, the network topology and the direction of
load growth are considered to be constants. Once the NGUs are
chosen, the IEGS-SSR is determined by taking into account the vari-
ations in NGU scheduling directions. The determination of the
IEGS-SSR depends on three issues. One issue is how to determine
the boundary point on a given load growth direction, and another
is how to determine all possible NGU scheduling directions. After
the boundary points under these possible NGU scheduling direc-
tions are determined, the third issue is how to form the boundary
5

hypersurface of the IEGS-SSR, as shown in Fig. 3. In this paper, the
IEGS-SSR is defined in the active power injection space of the cho-
sen NGUs that meet the load growth demand. The load growth in
the natural gas system is converted into equal active power growth
through the parameters of the NGUs to keep the results uniform.

In the following part of this section, a CMEF method and a mul-
tidimensional hyperplane sampling method are proposed to trace
the boundary point in one specific NGU scheduling direction and
to obtain numerous possible NGU scheduling directions. The
results of the sampling boundary points are used to form the
IEGS-SSR through a hypersurface fitting method based on the
Delaunay triangulation method.

3.1. The CMEF method

For the power system static voltage stability analysis, the CPF
method [26] is proposed to track the drop in voltage at the load
bus along with the load growth. Analogous to this method, a CMEF
method is proposed in this section that can calculate the varying
pmin and emin when tracking the solution manifold of MEF. A
growth parameter, k, is added to the MEF model to represent the
growth ratio of the load or multi-energy generation. The prediction
process and the correction process are used for MEF calculation
while overcoming the difficulties in MEF convergence when the
voltage or gas pressure nearly collapses. Using the criteria given
by Eq. (22), the boundary point of the IEGS-SSR is determined.

3.1.1. Growth parameter k
Adding the growth parameter k into the MEF model, the load

and energy generation variables in Eqs. (3), Eq. (4), and Eqs. (7)–
(9) are further modified, as depicted in the parts of Eq. (24a)–(24d).

Pl;iðkeÞ ¼ Pl;i0 þ keK
P
l;i ð24aÞ

Q l;iðkeÞ ¼ Q l;i0 þ keK
Q
l;i ð24bÞ

Ll;mðkgÞ ¼ Ll;m0 þ kgK
L
l;m ð24cÞ

PG;rðkGÞ ¼ PG;r0 þ kGK
P
G;r ð24dÞ

We assume that the active and reactive power demand increase
at a fixed power factor at the same time. In Eqs. (24a)–(24d), ke, kg,
and kG are the growth parameters of the power system, natural gas
system, and generators, respectively; Pl,i0 and Ql,i0 are the initial
active power load and initial reactive power load of bus i in the
power system, respectively; Ll,m0 is the initial natural gas load at
node m in the natural gas system; PG,r0 is the initial active power
generation of the rth NGU; while KP

l;i, K
Q
l;i, K

L
l;m, and KP

G;r are the
active power load increment, reactive power load increment, gas
load increment, and active power generation increment of the IEGS
in one step length, respectively. The MEF calculation model of Eqs.
(10)–(12) is further modified in the CMEF, as follows:

Hegðxeg; yegðkÞÞ ¼ 0 ð25aÞ

xeg ¼ ½V ; h;p� ð25bÞ

yegðkÞ ¼ ½Psp;Q sp; Lsp� ð25cÞ
where function Heg() is the modified MEF equations.

To simplify the analysis, there are three modes that can be cho-
sen to simulate the load growth in the system, as shown in Ref.
[20]. In this paper, the mode in which the active power, reactive
power, and/or gas flow of all load buses (or nodes) increase is
selected as the load growth mode, and a fixed load growth direc-
tion KL is given, as follows:



Fig. 3. Determination of the IEGS-SSR. PG,r: the active power generation of the rth NGU (r = 1, 2, and 3).
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KL ¼ ½K1=KP; K2=KP; :::;Knt=KP� ð26aÞ

KP ¼
Xnt
i¼1

Ki ð26bÞ

where nt is the number of buses (or nodes) in the IEGS. To unify the
form of the equations, Ki in Eq. (26b) represents KP

l;i, K
Q
l;i, and KL

l;m in
active power load growth, reactive power load growth, and gas load
growth, respectively, according to Eqs. (24a)–(24c); KƩ is the sum of
Ki.

3.1.2. Prediction and correction processes
Prediction and correction processes are used to obtain the next-

step MEF solution xeg( k+1) based on the current solution xeg( k). In the
prediction process, we set the step-kMEF solution xeg( k) as depicted
in Eq. (27).

½xðkÞeg ; k
ðkÞ� ¼ ½V ðkÞ; hðkÞ;pðkÞ; kðkÞ� ð27Þ

In the next step (named step-(k + 1)), the solution xeg( k+1) is cal-
culated through the tangent method. First, the tangent vector of
xeg( k) is determined as the prediction direction for xeg( k+1). The tan-
gent vector s is expressed by Eq. (28).

s ¼ dxeg
dk

� �
¼

@Heg
@xeg

@Heg
@k

eh

" #�1
0
1

� �
ð28Þ

where eh is a row vector. In eh, the hth number is set to 1 and the
other number is 0 to ensure that the vector s has a certain solution
(because the number of variables to be determined is one greater
than the number of MEF functions). In this paper, h is selected as
the variable that changes fastest in the tangent direction of dVi/Vi.
The selected principle of h is expressed by Eq. (29).

dVh

Vh

����
���� ¼ max

dV1

V1

����
����; dV2

V2

����
����; :::; dVnPQ

VnPQ

�����
�����
)(

ð29Þ

where nPQ is the number of PQ buses (the active power and reactive
power injections of the bus are given) in the power system.

Thus, the prediction value of the step-(k + 1) solution xeg( k+1)* is
calculated by Eq. (30) with a fixed step length r.

½xðkþ1Þ�
eg ; kðkþ1Þ�� ¼ ½xðkÞeg ; k

ðkÞ� þ rs ð30Þ

Then, in the correction process, to ensure that the MEF calcula-
tion has a certain solution, the CMEF calculation model is
extended, as depicted in Eq. (31).

HegðxegÞ ¼ 0
Vh � V�

h ¼ 0

�
ð31Þ
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The prediction value xeg( k+1)* is set to be the initial value of Eq.
(31), and the solution xeg( k+1) is then obtained by the decoupling-
solving MEF calculation method, as described in Section 2.1.4.

Next, we judge whether the result satisfies the IEGS-SSR bound-
ary criteria in Eq. (22). If it does, we continue the next prediction
and correction process until at least one of the static stability crite-
ria of the voltage or gas pressure is not satisfied. At that time, the
boundary point of the IEGS-SSR in a specific NGU scheduling direc-
tion is finally determined.

3.2. Sampling of possible NGU scheduling directions for hypersurface
fitting

To obtain the whole IEGS-SSR, all the possible growth directions
of NGUs in the n-dimensional space should be determined. How-
ever, the number of possible growth directions is theoretically infi-
nite. To simplify the calculation, a multidimensional hyperplane
sampling method is proposed in order to sample several possible
NGU scheduling directions evenly and then find the exact IEGS-
SSR boundary points on these sampling directions. These boundary
points will then be used in hypersurface fitting in the next section.

The active power injection vector xeg of the rs chosen NGUs in
the system is given by Eq. (32).

xeg ¼ ½PG;1; PG;2; :::; PG;rs � ð32Þ
According to Eq. (24d), with load growth, vector xeg can be fur-

ther described as follows:

xeg ¼ xeg;0 þ kGK
P
G;Rxeg;p ð33aÞ

KP
G;R ¼

Xrs
r¼1

KP
G;r ð33bÞ

xeg;p ¼ ½aP
1;a

P
2; � � �;aP

rs � ð33cÞ

aP
r ¼ KP

G;r=K
P
G;R; r ¼ 1;2; :::; rs ð33dÞ

where xeg,0 is the constant vector of the NGU initial power genera-
tion; KP

G;R is the sum of active power generation of all chosen NGUs;

aP
r is the power generation percentage of NGUr. Thus, xeg,p can be

seen as an NGU scheduling direction vector. When enough NGU
scheduling direction vectors are sampled, the boundary points on
these directions can be determined by means of the CMEF method.

An IEGS with three NGUs is taken as an example in this section
to show how to sample enough directions in 3D space.

As shown in Fig. 4(a), the basis vectors of the 3D space are OA,
OB, and OC, and points A, B, and C form a triangle plane. For every
point Dk in plane ABC, the vector ODk can be a possible scheduling



Fig. 4. The 3D hyperplane sampling method. A, B, C, and D1–D3: the points in plane
ABC.

Table 2
Index results of the three methods.

Method ratio var

Multidimensional hyperplane sampling method 1.000000 0
Monte Carlo sampling method (one possible result) 0.016278 0.034325
Space segmentation algorithm method 0.033204 0.045469
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direction vector. A ternary diagram is carried out to help visualize
Dk in plane ABC, as shown in Fig. 4(b). We divide the three edges of
the triangle into T sections (Fig. 4(b) shows T = 6). Through the
divided points, we draw the parallel lines of the other two edges.
There are a total of C2

Tþ2 intersection points (including divided
points and vertexes), and the coordinate of every intersection point
in the ternary diagram can be seen as a sampling value of xeg,p.

To prove the uniformity of the sampling direction sampling,
two uniformity indexes, ratio and var, are used in this paper [53],
as shown in Eqs. (34a)–(34c). Here, dk refers to the distance
between sampling point Dk and its closest sampling point; ns is

the number of the NGU growth directions sampled; d
�
is the aver-

age value of all dk.

ratio ¼ mindk

max dk
ð34aÞ
var ¼ 1
ns

Xns
k¼1

ðdk � d
�
Þ
2

ð34bÞ
d
�
¼ 1

ns

Xns
k¼1

dk ð34cÞ

Three methods are then selected to compare the uniformity of
the sampling points: ① the multidimensional hyperplane sam-
pling method used in this paper, ② the Monte Carlo sampling
method, and ③ the space segmentation algorithm method.

As shown in Fig. 5, the black points are the sampling points. In
Fig. 5, 120 points are sampled using the multidimensional hyper-
plane sampling method (T = 14) and the Monte Carlo sampling
method, and 124 points are sampled using the space segmentation
algorithm method. Visually, the sampling uniformity of the multi-
dimensional hyperplane sampling method is better than the
Fig. 5. Sampling points of the three methods. (a) The multidimensional hyperplane sam
algorithm method.
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others. Table 2 shows the specific index results of the three
methods.

The result shows that the uniformity of the multidimensional
hyperplane sampling method is the best of the three commonly
used methods. This method can create sampling points evenly in
the sample space and further avoid local overfitting in hypersur-
face fitting.
3.3. Hypersurface fitting of IEGS-SSR in 3D space

The IEGS-SSR in a 3D active power injection space is a 3D hyper-
surface. In this paper, the hypersurface is approximated through a
fitting method using the sampling boundary points above in 3D
space based on the Delaunay triangulation method.

In 3D space, every three points that are not collinear can form a
unique plane (or hyperplane), as plane ABC shows in Fig. 6. The
vertexes A, B, and C are the exact boundary points calculated
through the CMEF method in three different directions (ignoring
the systematic error caused by the increment of one step). The tri-
angular plane ABC is fitted to approximate the exact IEGS-SSR
within a certain area.

Using the Delaunay triangulation method, for a group of sam-
pling points with the growth directions sampled as shown in
Fig. 4(b), each point forms several triangular planes together with
the adjacent points. The final IEGS-SSR is fitted as a hypersurface
patched through all these triangular planes piecewise, like the sur-
face of a football (or soccer ball in the United States).
3.4. Flowchart of IEGS-SSR determination

A flowchart of the IEGS-SSR determination is shown in Fig. 7.
First, the initial operation point xeg,0 is obtained via MEF calcula-
tion. Practically, the direction of the load (both natural gas load
and power load) growth can be predicted by the load forecasting
method. For an IEGS containing R NGUs, the IEGS operator selects
rs (rs � R) NGUs to meet the load growth demand. Therefore, in the
rs-dimensional NGU active power injection space, ns growth direc-
tions based on the multidimensional hyperplane sampling method
are generated. Each of the ns NGU growth directions is chosen in
turn, and the boundary points are obtained through CMEF. Finally,
pling method; (b) the Monte Carlo sampling method; (c) the space segmentation



Fig. 6. Hypersurface fitting and fitting error.

Fig. 7. Flowchart of IEGS-SSR determination.

Fig. 8. Fitting error in two types of fitting triangular planes. (a) Type I and (b) Type
II.
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ns boundary points are obtained to generate the boundary of the
IEGS-SSR through hypersurface fitting.

3.5. Fitting error analysis

To demonstrate the accuracy of the hypersurface fitting
method, the fitting error ef is obtained for further study. As shown
in Fig. 6, point E is the boundary point on the fitted plane ABC and
point F is the boundary point on the exact IEGS-SSR on the same
growth direction of the NGUs. We calculate the fitting error with
Eq. (35).

ef ¼ k O0F k � k O0E k
k O0F k ð35Þ

Two types of fitting triangular planes are generated through the
sampling boundary points: In one type, the vertexes of the triangu-
lar planes are limited by the same kind of boundary criteria only, as
shown in Fig. 8(a); in the other type, there are two types of ver-
texes, limited by the two different boundary criteria of the power
system and natural gas system, as shown in Fig. 8(b).

The yellow planes are the final fitting planes of the two types.
The SGSR and SVSR planes intersect in Type II, whereas they do
not intersect in Type I. In Fig. 8(a), the plane D0E0F0 is ‘‘above” the
other plane A0B0C0. Thus, the fitting error of this type mainly
depends on the accuracy of the boundary point calculation and
the above hypersurface fitting method. In Fig. 8(b), there is an
intersecting line, considering the intersection of the SGSR and SVSR
in Type II. The points on the intersecting line are the boundary
points limited by both the boundary criteria of the power system
and the natural gas system, such as points M and N (where M
and N are in the planes AOB and AOC, respectively). In this case,
the maximum fitting error occurs around the intersecting line
MN. In fact, the hypersurface can be divided into two parts: One
part is the plane determined by the DMN and AMN, while the other
is the plane determined by the MNEF and MNBC. These two parts
can be seen as two Type-I planes, and the corresponding fitting
planes will be planes AMN andMNEF. It is obvious that there is still
a margin between the fitting plane AEF and the hypersurface
AMN–MNEF for NGU dispatching. In other words, compared with
the hypersurface AMN–MNEF, the fitting plane AEF is a more con-
servative fitting result for the IEGS-SSR. Thus, the fitting error of
the plane AEF to the exact IEGS-SSR is larger, especially around
MN. More boundary points should be sampled to reduce the fitting
error in the planes as Type II.

4. Case study

The proposed method is verified by a typical IEGS with five
NGUs. The IEGS contains the New England 39-bus power systems
[54] and a 22-node natural gas systems [49]. Topology diagrams
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of the power system and the natural gas system are introduced
first; then, a case with four scenarios is studied to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

4.1. Topology diagram of the IEGS and settings

A topology diagram of the IEGS is shown in Fig. 9. Ei stands for
the ith bus of the power system, and Gm stands for the mth node of
the natural gas system. There are ten generators, and bus 31 is set
to be the slack bus of the power system. The initial gas pressure is
58 bar at gas source node G8. An IEGS with five NGUs is presented
in a case study to form a region in a 3D active power injection
space. The power factor of power load growth is assumed to be a
constant at 0.8; the constant vector of the NGU initial power gen-
eration xeg,0 = [650, 632, 508, 650, 250], and KP

G;R is set as 10 MW.
In this case, the IEGS-SSR is defined in the power injection space

of three NGUs. The following four scenarios are studied to show the
relationship between the IEGS-SSR, SVSR, and SGSR.

Scenario I: NGU1, NGU2, and NGU3 (named NGU Group O) are
chosen to meet the power demand. Then, the SVSR and SGSR
are formed separately, ignoring the system coupling. The load



Fig. 9. Topology diagram of the IEGS.

Fig. 10. The SGSR and SVSR of the IEGS. (a) SGSR and (b) SVSR.

Fig. 11. The IEGS-SSR in NGU1–NGU2–NGU3 space.
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growth in the power system is converted to the gas consump-
tion growth of the nodes connected to the chosen NGUs.
Scenario II: The IEGS-SSR is formed considering both the power
system and the natural gas system boundary criteria.
Scenario III: The IEGS-SSR is formed considering both the
power system and the natural gas system boundary criteria,
and the initial natural gas loads of all gas nodes increase by
5%, 15%, 30%, and 50%.
Scenario IV: We form the new IEGS-SSRs in 3D active power
injection spaces of other combinations of NGUs that meeting
the power demand.

4.2. Case study

In this section, the red and blue points in the figures represent
the sampling boundary points constrained by the gas pressure or
voltage. The black lines show the boundary of the fitted
hyperplane.

4.2.1. Scenario I
The SGSR and SVSR of the IEGS are shown in Fig. 10. When

T = 10, a total of 66 points are sampled for hypersurface fitting.

4.2.2. Scenario II
Taking both gas pressure and voltage restrictions into account,

the IEGS-SSR is formed as follows (Fig. 11). When focusing on the
9

IEGS-SSR results of Scenarios I and II, it is clear that the IEGS-SSR
is the intersection of the SGSR and SVSR. Compared with the SVSR,
the IEGS-SSR shrinks after natural gas system static gas pressure
stability constraints are considered. It is evident that several oper-
ating points that were previously considered to be static voltage
stable within the SVSR now exhibit static gas pressure instability
and fall outside the boundary of the IEGS-SSR. This result indicates



Table 3
Detailed information on the two growth directions.

Direction xeg,p kG NGU1 (MW) NGU2 (MW) NGU3 (MW) Boundary constraint

A [0.2, 0.6, 0.2] 195 1040 1802 898 Natural gas system
B [0.6, 0.2, 0.2] 262 2222 1156 1032 Power system

Fig. 12. Results of two directions. (a) L–p curves of direction A and (b) P–V curves of direction B.

Fig. 13. Comparison between the IEGS security region and the IEGS-SSR.
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that the SVSR tends to be overly optimistic when characterizing
the IEGS-SSR within an IEGS.

Here, we take two NGU growth directions as examples. Table 3
provides detailed information on the two directions.

As shown in Fig. 12(a), the gas pressure of G21 drops to zero
when the power generation of NGU2 increases to 1802 MW (where
kG = 195), and the natural gas system gas pressure limits the fur-
ther growth of the load in the power system. The IEGS static stabil-
ity margin is much lower than the static voltage stability margin of
the SVSR in direction A (where kG = 254). In Fig. 12(b), the voltages
in the power system drop, and the Jacobian matrix is finally singu-
lar when the power generation of NGU1 increases to 2222 MW
(where kG = 262). This result means that the key constraints
restricting the MEF are the constraints of the power system.

Furthermore, to demonstrate the inclusion relation between the
IEGS-SSR and the IEGS security region, a comparison of the two
regions is presented in Fig. 13. There is a significant margin
between the boundaries of the IEGS-SSR and the IEGS security
region. This result confirms that the IEGS security region is encom-
passed by the IEGS-SSR.
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4.2.3. Scenario III
The results of Scenario III are illustrated in Fig. 14.
Comparing Figs. 14 and 11, it shows the impact of the gas load

growth in a natural gas system on the IEGS-SSR. The load growth in
the natural gas system leads to a decrease in the IEGS static stabil-
ity margin. The results of xeg,p = [0.7, 0.3, 0] are provided as an
example. The active power generation of the three NGUs is
[2288, 1334, 508] (where kG = 234) in the SVSR of Scenario I, which
represents the boundary point considering only the power system
static voltage stability constraints. The results of the growth
parameter kG in the SGSR and IEGS-SSR with different gas load
increases for the same xeg,p are shown in Table 4.

With natural gas load growth, the growth parameter kG in the
SGSR decreases from 247 to 201, which is ultimately lower than
that in the SVSR. The growth parameter kG in the IEGS-SSR begins
to decrease when the gas load in the natural gas system increases
by 15%. This result means that, in the IEGS-SSR, as the intersection
of the SGSR and SVSR, the key constraints restricting the IEGS-SSR
shift from the static voltage stability constraints in the power sys-
tem to the static gas pressure stability constraints in the natural
gas system in these growth directions. The gas load growth in a
natural gas system will reduce the power generation capability
of the NGUs, which will lead to a decrease in the IEGS static stabil-
ity margin. With the ever-increasing natural gas loads in the natu-
ral gas system, the IEGS-SSR shrinks further.

4.2.4. Scenario IV
In the above case with five NGUs coupling the power system

and the natural gas system, there are ten combinations of NGUs
(in 3D space). In this scenario, six other groups of NGUs are
selected to meet the power growth demand, as follows:

Group A: NGU1, NGU2, and NGU4

Group B: NGU1, NGU2, and NGU5

Group C: NGU1, NGU4, and NGU5

Group D: NGU1, NGU3, and NGU5

Group E: NGU2, NGU3, and NGU4

Group F: NGU2, NGU4, and NGU5



Fig. 14. IEGS-SSR with gas loads increasing by (a) 5%, (b) 15%, (c) 30%, and (d) 50%.

Table 4
Growth parameters in the SGSR and IEGS-SSR with gas load growth.

Growth parameter Gas load growth (%)

0 (initial) 5 15 30 50

kG in SGSR 247 242 233 220 201
kG in IEGS-SSR 234 234 233 220 201
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Fig. 15 shows the different IEGS-SSRs formed in different NGU-
combination spaces.

Comparing the results in Figs. 11 and 15, it reveals that, even in
the same power-generation growth direction, the IEGS load margin
varies when different NGUs are chosen to meet the power growth
demand. Table 5 compares the detailed boundary information of
NGU group O, group A, and group B in two NGU scheduling
directions.

When NGU1 and NGU2 are kept unchanged and the third NGU is
varied to meet the load demand in the IEGS, the growth parameter
kG in the IEGS-SSR varies significantly, as shown in Table 5. In
direction C, the kG of group O is larger than that of group B, while
the situation is reversed in direction D. Thus, when dispatching, it
is better to find the best groups of NGUs with the largest load mar-
gin to keep the IEGS in a secure operating state.
4.3. Computational accuracy and time analyses

To check the fitting error of the IEGS-SSR hypersurface, a point-
wise method based on Monte Carlo sampling is carried out, sam-
pling more than 20 000 boundary points to form the IEGS-SSR
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(considered the exact boundary). Then, we calculate the fitting
error using Eq. (35). The fitting error ternary diagrams of groups
O, B, and C are shown in Fig. 16. Detailed fitting error results are
provided in Table 6.

As shown in Fig. 16, in most areas of the three IEGS-SSRs, the
average positive fitting errors are within 0.32% of the exact bound-
ary. High positive fitting errors mainly appear within the fitting tri-
angular planes with different colored vertexes. This result is
consistent with the discussion in Section 3.5. The fitting errors
reveal that the IEGS-SSR can be accurately determined. However,
the presence of negative fitting errors indicates that the fitted
IEGS-SSR may slightly overestimate the evaluation of static stabil-
ity in an IEGS. In practice, power systems in North America are typ-
ically required to maintain a static voltage stability margin of over
5% under normal conditions [55]. This criterion can also be
extended to guide the operation of the IEGS. Even though the
IEGS-SSR displays optimism with a minimum negative fitting error
of approximately �0.31%, this should not significantly impact the
operation and dispatch processes within the IEGS.

In a power system, the security region is used to assess the sys-
tem’s security level, typically at intervals of half an hour or even
shorter [56]. Similarly, the IEGS-SSR can be calculated based on



Fig. 15. The IEGS-SSRs in different NGU-combination spaces. (a) Group A; (b) group B; (c) group C; (d) group D; (e) group E; and (f) group F.

Table 5
Growth parameter kG of different NGU groups in two NGU scheduling directions.

NGU scheduling directions xeg,p kG of group O kG of group A kG of group B

C [0.1, 0.4, 0.5] 231 243 217
D [0.3, 0.1, 0.6] 232 289 273

Fig. 16. Ternary diagram of the fitting errors in (a) group O, (b) group B, and (c) group C.

Table 6
Detailed fitting errors of groups O, B, and C.

NGU group Maximum positive fitting error (%) Average positive fitting error (%) Minimum negative fitting error (%) Average negative fitting error (%)

Group O 3.36 0.316 �0.314 �0.0879
Group B 3.53 0.307 �0.311 �0.0742
Group C 3.52 0.285 �0.311 �0.0588
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Table 7
Computation time of the IEGS-SSR in Sce-
narios II and IV.

NGU group Computation time (s)

Group O 79.260
Group A 77.520
Group B 78.862
Group C 96.270
Group D 74.239
Group E 79.404
Group F 85.224
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the current operating point and used to evaluate the static stability
of an IEGS within similar half-hour intervals. Therefore, computa-
tional efficiency is crucial in determining the IEGS-SSR. The com-
putation time of the IEGS-SSR in Scenarios II and IV is shown in
the Table 7.

The computation time of the IEGS-SSR is related to the number
of sampled boundary points ns in the active power injection space
of the chosen NGUs. Thus, the calculation speed increases by at
least 90% compared with that of the pointwise method, consider-
ing that the number of sampled boundary points decreases from
20 000 to 66. The results show that the proposed method can effec-
tively form the IEGS-SSR.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the concept of the power system SVSR is extended
to IEGSs. First, an MEF model of an IEGS is presented. Then, a static
stability analysis of the IEGS is proposed, and the IEGS-SSR and its
boundary are defined based on the analysis. By tracing the bound-
ary of the IEGS-SSR via the CMEF and the multidimensional hyper-
plane sampling method, the 3D IEGS-SSR is obtained. The
conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) The IEGS-SSR gives a global perspective of the system static
stability margin. In view of the stability and security of the
NGU energy supply, it is necessary to consider the con-
straints of the natural gas system in the maximum transmis-
sion power determination of the power system.

(2) The IEGS-SSR shrinks when the natural gas system is consid-
ered. When the gas load increases in the natural gas system,
the IEGS-SSR shrinks further.

(3) The IEGS-SSRs vary according to the multidimensional
spaces of NGUs chosen to meet the load growth. To ensure
that the IEGS has enough stability and security margins
when dispatching, more regions should be formed to guide
the operators to find the best group of NGUs and the corre-
sponding scheduling direction.

(4) The proposed method can accurately form the IEGS-SSR
hypersurface with an average positive fitting error within
0.32%.

The IEGS-SSR provides an online security monitoring method
for IEGS operators; it simplifies the security monitoring process,
allowing operators to simply confirm whether the current operat-
ing point is within the IEGS-SSR in order to estimate the static sta-
bility of the IEGS. Moreover, the IEGS-SSR can be integrated as
boundary constraints within the IEGS dispatch and system control.
Further research will focus on the topological properties of the
IEGS-SSR boundary and a fast IEGS-SSR boundary-determination
method to determine the IEGS-SSR with high efficiency and to
make the IEGS-SSR widely applicable in practice.
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